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drawbacks of this technique are 1) exponential optimizer
input (as many disjuncts/unions as possible paths), 2)
no exibility ( xed treatment), 3) many redundancies
and 4) too many intermediate results.
In contrast, we extend an object algebra with two
operators: one dealing with paths at the schema level,
and one dealing with paths at the instance level. This
approach remedies all of the above de ciencies. Further,
we propose a data representation that considerably
reduces the size of intermediate results.
The paper is organized as follows. After discussing
related literature in Section 2, we justify our choices
and introduce the extended algebra in Section 3. In
Section 4, we illustrate our technique through some
examples. Section 5 shows how our technique can be
integrated into an optimizer. We conclude in Section 6.

In the past few years, query languages featuring generalized
path expressions have been proposed. These languages
allow the interrogation of both data and structure. They
are powerful and essential for a number of applications.
However, until now, their evaluation has relied on a rather
naive and inecient algorithm.
In this paper, we extend an object algebra with two new
operators and present some interesting rewriting techniques
for queries featuring generalized path expressions. We
also show how a query optimizer can integrate the new
techniques.

1 Introduction

In the past few years there has been a growing interest in
query languages featuring generalized path expressions
(GPE) [BRG88, KKS92, CACS94, QRS+ 95]. With
these languages, one may issue queries on data without
exact knowledge of its structure. A GPE queries data
and structure at the same time. Although very useful
for standard database applications, these languages are
vital for new applications dedicated, for instance, to
(semi)structured documents.
There have been some proposals for evaluating queries
with generalized path expressions [BRG88, CACS94].
However, these proposals are rather naive and inecient. In this paper, we present an algebraic approach to
deal with GPEs in the object-oriented context. Therefore, we extend an object algebra by two new operators
and then demonstrate the advantages of this clean and
exible approach.
So far, the technique for evaluating GPEs has
been to nd structure (type) information, rewrite the
query accordingly, using unions or disjuncts, and, from
then on, perform standard optimization. The main

2 State of the Art

Generalized path expressions (GPE) are very useful
primitives that allow data as well as their structure to be
uniformly queried. Sometimes, the structure of the data
is imposed by the schema; sometimes some exibility is
left and there is no schema xed in advance. Indeed,
there are di erent motivations for introducing GPEs
into query languages. In [BRG88, CACS94], GPEs were
used as a means to provide better tools for querying
documents stored in an object base. The particularity
of that kind of application is that users are interested
in data at various granularity levels. One may want to
view a whole section as a text, or to see the di erent
paragraphs involved in a section. The schema being
xed, this means that a user may want to ignore some
parts of it. Thus the language must allow interrogation
with partial schema knowledge. In [KKS92], GPEs
were used to deal with the fact that, in object-oriented
(oo) systems, some information is captured by the
schema and, thus, it is important to be able to query
the schema. Another motivation for GPEs is related
to the interrogation of semistructured data [QRS+ 95]
which has no absolute schema xed in advance and its
structure may be irregular or incomplete. In a similar
1

select struct(person:p,wine:w) select struct(person:p,wine:w) select struct(person:p,wine:w)
from Personfpg, Winefwg from Personfpg, Winefwg from Personfpg, Winefwg
where p.name = w.chateau where p.name = w.age
where p.name = w.country
select struct(person:p,wine:w) select struct(person:p,wine:w) select struct(person:p,wine:w)
from Personfpg, Winefwg from Personfpg, Winefwg from Personfpg, Winefwg
where p.age = w.chateau
where p.age = w.age
where p.age = w.country
select struct(person:p,wine:w) select struct(person:p,wine:w) select struct(person:p,wine:w)
from Personfpg, Winefwg from Personfpg, Winefwg from Personfpg, Winefwg
where p.car = w.chateau
where p.car = w.age
where p.car = w.country
Figure 1: An example of the naive query evaluation
If no \correct" binding exists, the query results in an
empty set.

direction, we believe that the current trend towards the
interoperability of heterogeneous systems is yet another
motivation for being able to evaluate eciently GPEs.
It is realistic to imagine future database systems as the
receivers of huge amounts of information either stored
locally or viewed from distant sites. In this framework,
GPEs will be useful either because they o er shortcuts
in the expression of a query or because of incomplete
knowledge of the schema.

Naive Query Evaluation This semantics results in

a rst evaluation strategy of queries with attribute and
path variables:
1. look for all possible instantiations of attribute and
path variables;
2. replace the attribute and path variables by their
instantiations;
3. eliminate the not well-typed alternatives;
4. union the remaining instantiated queries and evaluate the resulting query.
Let us demonstrate this with the example query above
and the following schema:
Person:[name:string; age:int; cars:fCarg];
Wine:[chateau:string, age:int, country:Country];
For Person and Wine, we have three attributes each.
This results in nine possible instantiations given in
Figure 1. All but two of these instantiations are illtyped. The union of the two well-typed instantiations
results in a regular query, that is, one without attribute
(or path) variables:
select struct(person:p,wine:w)
from Personfpg, Winefwg
where p.name = w.chateau

Generalized Path Expressions At this point, the

reader may be interested in seeing a GPE. Let us
consider the following example featuring two GPEs in
the from clause. The language is an extension of the
OQL language and was introduced in [CACS94].

select struct(person: p, wine: w)
from Personfpg.A, Winefwg.B
where p.A = w.B
The query pairs Persons together with appropriate
birthday presents. All birthday presents are taken from
our wine cellar. To make the present special for the
friends, we select those that must have something in
common with the friend. In this query, p and w are
data variables, that iterate over all members of Person
and Wine, respectively. A and B are attribute variables,
that iterate over all possible attributes. Later, we will
also use path variables, that iterate over all possible
paths1 . Within the example, the ranges of A and B are
restricted to the attributes of Person and Wine. The
semantics of the query can be thought of as being the
following (for a formal semantics see [CACS94]). For
each possible attribute binding the query is evaluated.
If a type error occurs, the binding does not result in
any qualifying tuples. For all \correct" bindings (wrt.
typing) of the attribute variables, the results of the
instantiated queries are unioned to give the nal result.

union
select struct(person:p,wine:w)
from Personfpg, Winefwg
where p.age = w.age

The evaluation of this query, results in the answer to
the original query. Note that:
 the number of subqueries explodes exponentially in
a) the number of attributes per type involved in the
query

1 We assume that the reader has an intuitive understanding of
a path within the object base context.
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Notice that if we consider real applications, the
schema itself can be large and the naive evaluation
may result in an exponential input for the optimizer.
Hence, one of our goals is to apply query optimization
techniques (i.e., factorization) for paths also to the
schema lookup phase. Further, we want to avoid
the separation into two phases, since, as we will see,
there exist situations when simple object base lookups
can restrict the number of possible paths enormously,
without incurring additional costs.
Hence, our goal is to integrate schema lookup and
object base lookup, and to be able to apply optimization
techniques in a homogeneous fashion to both lookups.
For this, we extend the algebra of [CM95a] with two new
operators that instantiate GPEs from a schema and a
data perspective. We start by a short presentation of
the algebra before introducing the new operators along
with data structures for their implementation. The next
section will show how they can be used advantageously.

b) the number of attribute variables
 if a distinct is used in the original query, expensive
duplicate elimination becomes necessary.
The situation is even worse if path variables are
involved since the number of possible paths is far larger
than the number of attributes. Therefore, we look for
alternatives.
Another possibility, proposed in [BRG88], is to use
the Boolean connector or instead of a union2 . For the
example query, the result would be:
select struct(person:p,wine:w)
from Personfpg, Winefwg
where ( p.name = w.chateau or
p.age = w.age)
Note that this approach has a slightly di erent semantics: an entry satisfying all conditions will be selected
only once. Anyway, the combinatorial explosion of possibilities is present in this approach as well. Furthermore, queries with disjunctions are often transformed
into disjunctive normal form and then the disjunctions
are translated into unions. This standard approach
would be prohibitively expensive.
One may think that another solution for evaluating
GPEs could be to transform GPE queries into standard
queries over data and meta-schema. There are two
reasons why we do not favor this solution. The rst
is that GPEs involving path variables imply some
recursion over the meta-schema. Optimization of
recursive queries is tricky and we'd rather not have to
deal with it. The second reason is that meta-schemas
are system dependent. Thus, this approach cannot be
universal and a solution would have to be de ned for
each speci c system/meta-schema.

3.1 The Core Algebra

We assume standard knowledge of object-oriented data
models. The algebra is an extension of the GOM algebra
[KM93, KMP93]. Its main characteristic is that | with
the exception of the map operator | it is de ned on sets
of tuples. This guarantees some nice properties among
which is the associativity of the join operator.
We now present the algebraic operators that will be
used in the following. Other operators and equivalences
can be found in [CM95a].
Map Operations (and Projection) These operators
are fundamental to the algebra. Since the other operators are de ned on sets of tuples, sets of nontuples (mostly sets of objects) must be transformed
into sets of tuples. This is one purpose of the map
operator. Other purposes are dereferencing, method
and function application. Also, our translation process pushes all nesting into map operators. The rst
de nition corresponds to the standard map [KM93]
or materialize [BMG93] operator. The second de nition is just a shorthand for a map with tuple construction.
Mape2 (e1 ) = fe2 (x)jx 2 e1 g
e[a] = f[a : x]jx 2 eg
In the de nitions, the ei 's denote both expressions
(on the left hand side) and their evaluation (on the
right hand side). Note that the oo map operator
obviates the need for a relational projection.
Selection Note that in the following de nition there
is no restriction on the selection predicate. It may
contain method calls, nested algebraic operators,
etc.
p (e) = fxjx 2 e; p(x)g

3 Extending the Object Algebra

We believe that the solution lies in an algebraic
treatment of GPEs. By extending an object algebra in
an appropriate fashion, we will give control of the GPEs
to the optimizer. This will result in more evaluation
alternatives and will allow the creation and use of
adequate data structures.
The idea of the naive evaluation strategy is to rst
perform some sort of schema lookup to obtain all the
possible instantiations of path and attribute variables
and then to restrict the instantiations of the query to
those which result in well-typed queries. The valid instantiations are unioned and the resulting expression is
given to an ordinary query optimizer. Obviously, there
exist two separate main phases: schema lookup and type
inference on the one hand, and query optimization and
evaluation on the other hand.

2 Actually, the method was proposed only for a very limited
query language, but it is easy to generalize it.
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Join Operations The algebra features di erent join
operators. We present two. The rst is called d-join
(<  >). This is a join between two sets, where the
evaluation of the second set may depend on the rst
set. It is used to translate from clauses into the

domain of an attribute variable is the set of all the
attributes in the database schema. The domain of a
path variable is the set of all the \legal paths" that
can be constructed from the database schema. We are
not really concerned about the interpretation given to
\legal path". Ours is similar to that of [CACS94] but
any reasonable interpretation would do. The restriction
on the domains is given by the predicate p. Note that
the input set is not involved in the instantiations of the
path/attribute variables. This means, as we will see in
the nal section, that the operator can be applied on an
empty set. Let us illustrate this operator by means of
an example:
S instA; (A)Person^!(A)2fstring; intg (f[p : p1]; [p : p2]g)

algebra. Here, the range de nition of a variable may
depend on the value of a previously de ned variable.

e1 < e2 > = fy  xjy 2 e1 ; x 2 e2 (y)g
where  represents tuple concatenation. Whenever
possible, d-joins are rewritten into standard joins.
e1 1p e2 = fy  xjy 2 e1 ; x 2 e2 ; p(y; x)g
The operator signatures are given below.
Mapf : f1 g ! f2 g
if f : 1 ! 2
p : f g ! f g
if p :  ! Bool
1p : f1 g; f2 g ! f1  2 g
if i  []; p : 1 ; 2 ! Bool
A(1 ) \ A(2 ) = ;
<  > : f1 gjjf2 g ! f1  2 g
if i  []; A(1 ) \ A(2 ) = ;

The operator is applied on a set containing two tuples
representing two persons whose identi ers are p1 and p2.
The type restrictions require that the attribute variable
A is applied to an object of type Person or subtype
thereof and results in an integer or string ( denotes
the start (codomain) of A, and ! the end (domain) of
A.) This operation results in the following:
f [p: p1; A: age]
[p: p1; A: name]
[p: p2; A: age]
[p: p2; A: name] g

Some Important Remarks on S inst We represented attributes by their name. It is obvious that an
attribute is more than a name. It captures type infor3.2 Schema Instantiation of GPEs
mation, possibly an identi er or o set, etc. The same
The S inst operator is applied on a set of tuples
is true for paths. The issue of the representation of
with the following parameters: a sequence of attribute
attribute/path is system dependent and will not be adand path variables and a type restriction. The
dressed in this paper.
operator extends the tuples contained in the set with
The operation looks rather inecient since it implies
all the possible instantiations of the path and attribute
some sort of Cartesian product. However, (1) it is
variables satisfying the type restriction. The operator
needed by the language and (2) when used as an
signature is:
intermediary operation it does not have to be evaluated
as such. Before we clarify the second point, let us
S instP1 :::Pn ;p : f g ! f  [P1 : 1 ; : : : ; Pn : n ]g
consider the following (rather silly) user query without
any !-type restriction.
if   [];
select *
p : [P1 : 1 ; : : : ; Pn : n ] ! Bool;
from Personfpg.A
A( ) \ fP1 ; : : : ; Pn g = ;g
As we will see in the next section, S inst operations are
usually intermediate operators. From a physical point
where the Pi 's denote path or attribute variables. In
of
view, it is obvious that, in the case of an intermediate
the rst case i is the type Path, in the second the type
operation,
we can avoid unnecessary computation and
Att. The operator de nition is:
redundancy. This can be done by considering S inst
S instP1 :::Pn ;p(P1 ;:::;Pn) (e) = fx  [P1 : x1 ; : : : ; Pn : xn ] j as an operation annotating a set with all the possible
instantiations of attribute/path variables. Hence, the
x 2 e; x1 2 dom(P1 );
annotated version should read:
: : : ; xn 2 dom(Pn );
f [p: p1; ]
p(x1 ; x2 ; :::; xn )g
[p: p2; ] gA2fage;nameg
where the Pi stands for either path or attribute variables
Here, the representation of the information concern(note that the order of the variables is irrelevant). The
ing the possible instantiations of A is preliminary. In
where the function A returns the set of attributes
of a relation.
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where the Vi 's and Pi 's are, respectively, instance and
variable/path attributes. The function apply applies a
path (given in a subscript) to an object or value.
Let us illustrate this operator with our previous
example.
D insta:pA(f [p: p1; A: age]
[p: p1; A: name]
[p: p2; A: age]
[p: p2; A: name] g)

fact, we will represent possible instantiations of attribute (or path) variables at the schema level as trees.
Again, redundancy is the reason for this decision.
Consider again the attribute variable A with codomain
Person and instances age and name. There exist two
possibilities to represent its instantiations. Either, we
use the two paths
Person
Person
A

or we use the tree

A

age

name

The result is:
f [p: p1; A: age,
[p: p1; A: name,
[p: p2; A: age,
[p: p2; A: name,

Person

A??@@A

?

@

age
name
In this small example, we only save the duplication of
Person, but when path variables are involved, the saving is tremendous. Further, since the semantics of path
variables is restricted to acyclic instantiations at schema
level [CACS94], trees are perfect for our representation.
Indeed, this factorization is adequate for the paths instantiation through complex composition or inheritance
graphs.
Note that the internal representation of paths is a
physical issue. Neglecting the subtleties with empty
sets, from an algebraic point of view we can view the
result of the schema instantiation as a set of tuples.
Nevertheless, the implementation of the algebraic operators work on the annotated relations and are adapted
to them.

a:
a:
a:
a:

35]
\John"]
37 ]
\Mary"] g

Once again, some factorization may be performed so
as to avoid unnecessary redundancy. Whereas schema
instantiation could be captured by an annotated set,
here we have to annotate tuples inside a set.
Also note that union types are required. This does
not come as a surprise since GPEs usually introduce
union types. To avoid unnecessary problems, we
consider here marked unions as in [CACS94].

4 Optimizing Queries with GPEs

Traditional optimizers rst perform type inference. After this step, all type information is present and the
\real" optimization can start. Since the optimization
decisions for queries containing generalized path expressions, often depend on the type information and the size
of the subschema involved, type inference, query optimization and query execution must be interleaved. We
explain in the next section how an optimizer can perform this interleaving of steps. In this section, we only
demonstrate the necessity of interleaving by means of
an example.
We concentrate on the demonstration of some optimization techniques. Some of these optimization techniques are simple extensions of existing techniques such
as pushing selections, others are speci c to queries with
GPEs. These optimizations are essentially applications
of algebraic equivalences. The two new operators S inst
and D inst are reorderable with existing algebraic operators and with themselves, as long as they do not
depend on each other in terms of the information consumer/producer relationship. This is very much like in
standard relational or object algebra. Obviously, we
cannot give examples for applications of all possible
equivalences. Hence, we concentrate on some. In doing
so, we pursue the goal of demonstrating that our approach is amenable to the optimization of queries with
GPEs. The following section brie y indicates how the
rewriting techniques can be integrated into an optimizer.

3.3 Data Instantiation of GPEs

The D inst operator is applied on a set of tuples, some
attributes of which are of the path or attribute sort. A
subscript contains GPEs (that is an ordered sequence of
path and attribute variables applied on an instance variable) that will be instantiated together with a restriction
on these instantiations. The operator signature is:

D instfa1 :f1 ;:::;an:fn g;p :
f g ! f  [a1 : 1 ; : : : ; an : n ]g
if   []; fi :  ! i ;
A( ) \ fa1; : : : ; an g = ;
p :   [a1 : 1 ; : : : ; an : n ] ! Bool
Its de nition is:

D instfa1 :V1 P11 :::Pn1 ;:::;an :VnP1n :::Pnn g;p(a1 ;:::;an) (e) =
fx  [a1 : x1 ; : : : an : xn ] j
x 2 e; x1 = applyx:P11 ;:::;x:Pn1 (x:V1 );
: : : ; xn = applyx:P1n ;:::;x:Pnn (x:Vn );
p(x1 ; :::; xn )g
5

are equal (!(A) = !(A0 )) as can be inferred from the
join predicate. Thus, the algebraic expression can be
rewritten in the following way:

Simple Example The rst example is that of the

birthday present used in the previous sections. It will be
used mainly to show how a query is translated into the
algebra and how D inst/S inst operators are integrated
in the rewriting process.

Map
[person: p, wine: w]

select struct(person:p,wine:w)
from Personfpg.A, Winefwg.A'
where p.A = w.A'

D_inst
{a:p.A, a’:w.A’}, a=a’

In a rst step the query is translated into the algebra
in the following way (for more details on the translation
see [CM95a]).

(A)=

(A’)

(8)Map
[person: p, wine: w]

S_inst

S_inst

A,

(7)

(2) S_inst

a’:w.A’

(5) S_inst
(A)<=Person

(1) Person[p]

A’,

A’,

(A’)<=Wine

Wine[w]

In the above example, the rewriting avoids the
instantiation with all the attributes of Person and Wine.
A simple evaluation of the above algebraic expression
o ers many similarities with the naive approach of
the previous section. But instead of a number of
unioned well-typed queries, the fact that we have here a
number of attribute/path instances manipulated by the
algebra, o ers the possibility of considerably reducing
the input to the optimizer and the number and size of
intermediate results.

(6) D_inst

a:p.A

A,

Person[p]

a=a’

(3) D_inst

(A)<=Person

(A’)<=Wine

(4) Wine[w]

Note that a static type inference is performed before/during the translation process and that the S inst
operations use the type information thus obtained. For
instance, the restriction for the codomain of the attribute variable A is (A) <= Person and that of A0 is
(A0 ) <= Wine.
Operation (1) allows us to view persons as a set of
tuples. Operation (2) nds all the possible attributes of
a person. Operation (3) evaluates these attributes for
each person. Operations (4,5,6) are similar. Operation
(7) is a join. Two remarks are noteworthy: First, the
join predicate involves union types (for more details
on the manipulation of unions see [CACS94]). Second,
the join operation has required some rewriting after the
translation process. Usually, from-where clauses are
translated into d-join and a selection. When the second
parameter of the d-join is not dependent on the rst, it
can be rewritten into a Cartesian product or, using a
selection, into a join. The last operation (8) is a map
that builds the nal result.
Sometimes it is useful to rst perform a join on
the type level and then use D inst subsequently to
instantiate the data. As we will see below this
optimization is more useful for GEPs with attribute
than path variables. This is the case in our example,
where the end types of the attribute variables A and A0

A More Complex Example We now consider a
more complex example which will allow us to demonstrate more interesting rewriting techniques.
Assume we are interested in the social contacts of
elderly persons having a small income. For this, we
would issue the query

select struct (p1: x, p2: y)
from PersonfxgP, PersonfygQ
where x.income  500 and
x.age > 80 and
xP = y and yQ = x

Assume that Person has many subtypes like Employee, Professor, Pupil, Student, Manager, CEO, Sta ,
Secretary and so on. Each of these subtypes is equipped
with several attributes pointing to bosses, subsidiary
managers, secretaries, project leaders, other project
members, room mates, oce mates, and so on. Hence,
the possible instantiations of P and Q are immense.
Note that factorization of these instantiations can save
a little, but we do not elaborate on this kind of factorization in the current paper. Let us now translate the
query into the algebra:
6

that this step of using the dynamic instead of the static
type of x heavily restricts the search space for both
S inst operations.

Map
[p1: x, p2: y]

Map

Select

[p1: x, p2: y]

x.income<=500 and x.age>80

x=q and y = p

D_inst

x=q and y = p

D_inst

p: x P

S_inst
P,

D_inst

q: y Q

S_inst

(P)<=Person
and
(P) <=Person

Person[x]

Q,

D_inst

p:x P

q:y Q

S_inst

(Q)<=Person
and
(Q) <=Person

P,

Person[y]

S_inst
Q,

(P)=Person
and
(P) <=Person

(Q)<=Person
and
(Q) =Person

Person[y]

Select
x.income<=500 and x.age>80

Note that we could statically get two indications
concerning the type of path variables P and Q. They
both start and end in an object of type Person or one of
its subtypes. The !-type information is obtained due to
the condition in the join. We can now push the selection
on Person s down:

Person[x]

The optimizer decides to proceed carefully and evaluate the rst S inst and D inst operations. As it turns
out, the persons x happen to have relations only with
Persons; no instances of subtypes of persons occur at
the end of the instantiated P . Consequently, the dynamic type of y can be restricted to Person, excluding
its subtypes. Thus, we can restrict considerably the
range of y by considering only the Persons that are not
employees, etc. This can, of course, be achieved only if
the system has a clever way of maintaining extents (e.g.,
as the union of all subextents). The result of this optimization is illustrated below, where Person! denotes
that no subtype instances are scanned in the class Person.

Map
[p1: x, p2: y]

x=q and y = p

D_inst

D_inst
p: x P

S_inst

S_inst
P,

q: y Q

(P)<=Person
and
(P) <=Person

Q,

(Q)<=Person
and
(Q) <=Person

Map
[p1: x, p2: y]

Select

Person[y]

x.income<=500 and x.age>80

x=q and y = p

Person[x]

Now, a critical step is to come. The optimizer has
to decide to make some partial evaluation rst, before
further optimization decisions are taken. The decision is
to evaluate the selection on the set of persons. Then, not
surprisingly, considering the selection, every qualifying
object x has dynamic type Person. No object of any
subtype of Person occurs. In this way the optimizer
can replace (P )  Person and !(Q)  Person by
(P ) = Person and !(Q) = Person in the S inst
operations. The result of this optimization is illustrated
below, where the evaluated expression is shaded. Note

D_inst
p: x P

S_inst
P,

(P)=Person
and
(P) <=Person

Select
x.income<=500 and x.age>80

Person[x]
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D_inst
q: y Q

S_inst
Q,

(Q) =Person
and
(Q) =Person

Person! [y]

We could be satis ed with this result, but obviously,
the remaining scan over Person! is not necessary, since
the values for y are already present at the end of the
instantiated P . However, Q has to be evaluated. Using
some appropriate rewriting rules, we end up with the
following algebraic expression where the join has been
eliminated.

two questions: (i) how can we interleave evaluation and
optimization and (ii) when should we do it?
The how-question can be answered in a few words.
Interleaving can be easily implemented into an interpreter. The interpreter has to evaluate queries partially
and use the resulting type information to simplify the
remaining expression. A compiler could be implemented such that it generates di erent alternative plans depending on the possible outcomes, and then generates
an appropriate chose-plan operator [GW89] tying the
di erent plans together.
The when-question is more complicated. Indeed, one
cannot expect the optimizer to partially evaluate all alternative query execution plans just to perform further
optimization. In a nutshell: partial evaluation is needed
to do further optimization but should be performed with
circumspection. Nonetheless, the problem sounds familiar even from the relational context: there, database
statistics and cost functions were introduced in order to
solve the problem. Further, within the context of object
queries, the problem is faced when optimizing within a
class hierarchy context [CM95b].
Our current approach to the problem is as follows. We
rely on heuristics to push cheap operations, especially
selections, after the S inst and D inst operators. More
speci cally, operators less expensive than S inst or
D inst operators are pushed after them, the others are
pulled before them. The building block approach seems
to be well suited for supporting this task [KMP93,
Loh88].
The remaining problem then is to estimate the costs
of the S inst and D inst operators as well as information
about the number of schema paths/path instances and
classes/objects at the start and end of a path. Let us
discuss the D inst operator rst since its treatment is
easier. The D inst operator starts with a set of schema
paths to be evaluated, i.e. instantiated. To estimate
the costs and number of instances touched, regular cost
models developed for the evaluation of path expressions
suce [BF92, KM90].
For the S inst operator, things are not so easy. To
evaluate its cost and derive information about the
number of classes at the beginning or end of a schema
path, we rely on statistics that are gathered from the
schema. For each class in the schema we keep four
statistics: (1) the number of schema paths emanating
from the class and (2) the number of classes at the end
of these paths, (3) the number of schema paths ending in
the class and (4) the number of classes at the beginning
of these paths. These statistics are then used to estimate
the costs and the cardinality of an S inst operator. More
speci cally, we assume equal distribution of classes to
schema paths. For example, if the starting class C is
xed and the path must end in a set S of classes, we
estimate the number of schema paths by multiplying

Map
[p1: x, p2: p]

D_inst
{q: p Q}, q=x

S_inst
Q,

(Q) =Person
and
(Q) =Person

D_inst
p:x P

S_inst
P,

(P)=Person
and
(P) <=Person

Select
x.income<=500 and x.age>80

Person[x]

Note that, if we are not interested in duplicates, the
last D inst operation just has to check the existence of
a path Q such that q = x.

5 Extending an Optimizer

As demonstrated in the previous section, optimization
of queries containing GPEs is very similar to traditional
optimization of object queries: we rely on a set of
equivalences which are applied by the optimizer in order
to result in a (near) optimal plan. However, there are
also some diculties. By these, we are not referring to
the two additional algebraic operators and the dozens
of new equivalences. These can easily be dealt with by
extensible optimizers [Bat87, HFLP89, GM91, GD87,
KMP93, MZD92].
The key issue here is the partial evaluation of plans
before further optimization decisions are made, or to
be more precise, the evaluation of partial plans. In
addition, another interesting issue is the use of indexes
for evaluating D inst operations. In this section, we
brie y investigate these two issues.

5.1 Partial Evaluation

In the example of the previous section, we showed that
the information resulting from a partial evaluation, i.e.
statistical and type information, could be advantageously used for subsequent optimizer decisions. This raises
8

the total number of paths emanating from C by the
factor resulting from dividing the cardinality of S by the
number of classes in which the schema paths emanating
from C end. We are well aware that for very large
schemata, this approach seems to be too expensive.
Hence, we expect future research on this issue.

leading to objects containing the string \Mont-StMichel". This could be:

f :chaptersfc g:introductionfi g:figure(f 1)
:chaptersfc g:articlesfa g:figuresff g
:chaptersfc g:articlesfa g:figuresff g
:chaptersfc g:articlesfa g:referencesff gg
1

5.2 Using Indexes on D inst operations

1

1

2

2

1

4

3

2

1

2

where the ci ; ai ; fi ; ii 's are database object identi ers,
\fg" represents the crossing of a set, \." the selection
of an attribute and \()" sometimes gives the value of an
attribute in a path. Note that we may have end-path
objects containing the string \Mont-St-Michel" not in
the value of their attribute caption but elsewhere (e.g.
in the label). To use this (obviously interesting) index,
we just have to rewrite the algebraic expression:

There are several kinds of indexes [Ber89] (path indexes,
multi-indexes, etc.) for object-oriented databases, some
of which are implemented in real systems. Obviously, it
is our goal to use indexes on the D inst operations.
The use of standard object indexes o ers some
interesting challenges. First, the exact paths involved
in a query are not known at the beginning of the
optimization process. Again, we are back to interleaving
of evaluation and optimization. Second, we are not
dealing with queries along one or two paths but with
queries along a great number of them. This implies
clever splitting of D inst operations. Similarly, whereas
indexes usually concern paths of reasonable length, we
are dealing with queries along potentially long paths.
This can be solved by the use of standard path splitting
techniques (e.g., [JWKL90]).
These diculties and the fact that GPEs were rst
introduced for documents led us to look at full text
indexing techniques. Obviously, these techniques are
not reasonable in an environment with many updates.
However, their interest is clear if we consider retrieval
applications (e.g., interrogation of a library). The
coupling of a database system with a full text indexing
mechanism requires (i) a translation of the database into
a document and (ii) the ability to retrace the path that
leads from the root of a document to a particular string.
The rst point is easy, the second more tricky but can
be done at a reasonable (storage) cost [Sim95]. Now,
consider the following query:

D instff :EncyclopediaP g;f:caption like \MontStMichel
(S instP; (P )Book;!(P )f[caption:string]g fg)

00

into something that could look like:

f:caption like \Mont?St?Michel
(FTI instatt:caption and MontStMichel;P;f
(Encyclopedia))
where FTI inst is the operation invoking the full text
00

index. The selection operation is needed to eliminate
the objects containing the string \Mont-St-Michel" in
attribute other than caption.
We believe that the interest of full text indexes is not
limited to GPEs but can be used advantageously for all
queries involving complex paths evaluation. In addition,
appropriate schema indexing techniques can be used
during the evaluation of the S inst operation in order
to instantiate attribute or path variables eciently.

6 Conclusion

select f
from Encyclopedia P(f)
where f.caption like \*Mont-St-Michel*"

We have proposed an algebraic framework for the optimization of object query languages featuring generalized
path expressions. In comparison with the approaches
proposed so far and sketched in Section 2, our approach
exhibits many advantages. By allowing GPEs to be captured by algebraic operations, it avoids the exponential
input to the query optimizer, allows a compact representation of intermediate results and o ers more exibility
in the ordering of operations.
Also, we have shown how an optimizer could be
extended in order to incorporate the techniques we
introduced and raised interesting issues concerning the
use of full text indexing facilities in the database
context.

The query retrieves the gures (or other elements
featuring a caption attribute) of the encyclopedia whose
caption contains the name \Mont-St-Michel". It is
reasonable to imagine that there are at least a dozen
schema paths leading to a caption attribute and many
data (instantiated) paths. Hence, the need to use an
index. Now, we have a full text index facility that can
answer the query:
att:caption and Mont-St-Michel
Note that the query merges retrieval on attribute
names and on contents. The result of this query is
the intersection of the set of paths leading to objects
featuring a caption attribute with the set of paths

Acknowledgements: The authors thank Yannis Ioannidis for fruitful discussions and Michel Scholl for many
valuable comments on the nal version of the paper.
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